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One of the Woodward’s district’s most attractive qualities is its proximity to good public transit. On either side of the development

are trolley bus routes that make all parts of Greater Vancouver accessible, with regular adult fares starting at $2.50. A short stroll to

the west is Waterfront Station, where the possibilities really expand: Passengers can hop a Seabus to the North Shore, grab a

commuter train to distant suburbia, or climb aboard the Skytrain, the rapid transit line, and its sister, the new, privately-operated

Canada Line, which opened in August. According to TransLink, Vancouver’s public transit authority, the Canada Line is

demolishing initial daily passenger forecasts. Revenues system-wide are supplemented annually by $8 million to $9 million worth

of advertising inside the buses, trains, and stations. Ads just like…whoa…what are these?

Four colourful prints, hanging amidst mundane adverts, inside a Waterfront Station walkway to the Canada Line. No attribution.
Strange.

CONSUME, one of the prints commands. Underneath the image of a man–meant to be some deluded white collar drone, I suppose,
his back towards the viewer–are more words, half-obscured: With pleasure until you are infected and rotting inside

The other messages are just as dire:

ACQUIRE…A brand new personality and join the miserables

CONFORM…Now and freely accept a perpetual chronic disease

INVEST…In your lonely future and suffer if it’s sold out

Now there’s some cheery thoughts for commuters as they make their ways to and from work. Except most folks seemed too

preoccupied to notice, at least when I paused to look. Initially I thought the prints might be guerrilla street work, like the stuff

depicted in a current documentary film from British street artist Banksy. Could the prints be some mischief by the Vancouver

Transit Adspace Re-appropriation Project? V-TARP has been doing battle with TransLink for months. But these pieces don’t

appear on the V-TARP blog. And they’re housed inside solid frames identical to the ones that encase regular commercial ads in the

Canada Line walkway. They appear to be sanctioned.

And so they are, one call to TransLink revealed, and much to the chagrin of a TransLink official, who said he isn’t  pleased with
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their “anti-capitalist” bent. Turns out that InTransitBC, Canada Line’s operator, commissioned the prints and installed them.
They’re part of its public art program. The artist is Claudio Rivera-Seguel. A plaque referring to him and the work is to be installed
in the walkway today.

The prints are eye-catching and make a rare counterpoint to the usual sell-sell dreck that clutters our public spaces. They’ll provoke

discussion. But their message is so condescending and cynical–hey sell-out conformist working stiff, you’re rotting inside–that

they’d make the most jaded art school dropout flinch. Contemporary art doesn’t have to be pretty, of course. It can challenge

customs and beliefs. But this just mocks.
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